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Aspectivity 

Upcoming Events NOTE:  
Next Meeting is at:  

Glen Waverley  
Primary School 

Friday Nov 13th, 8pm 

2nd Dec...deadline for next edition 

 Nov 2009 

    Issue 427 

..monthly Newsletter of the Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

VARMS - Fostering the Sport of Radio Controlled Soaring in Victoria 

14 & 15  DLG TBA F3k 

15 Nov Scale slope Mt Hollowback VARMS 

22 Nov Training High St Rd VARMS 

28 &29 Scale Aerotow Bendigo BRAC field 

29 Nov State Slope Aero Champs Mt Hollowback VARMS 

5 Dec  Scale Aerotow High St Rd VARMS 

6 Dec Training High St Rd VARMS 

6 Dec VARMS Trophy 1pm High St Rd VARMS 

13 Dec  RCGA Thermal lg #4 Diggers Rest RCGA 

20 Dec  DLG High St Rd F3k 

 

Bill Hamilton...How to go fast in 

Japan 

Ian Patching...Morning Glory 

Alan Mayhew...cutting foam 

cores 

Alex Evans...How to balance a 

plane and beam balance for elec-

Lew Rodman waiting in 

the blazing Cobram sun 

to maiden his Duster. 
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The Keyboard 
 

Your frequency key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can be easily rec-
ognised and contacted in case of a frequency 
clash. Mobile phone number on your key is a 
good idea too, in case you have departed and left 
your key in the board thus stopping somebody 
else from using that frequency. Members with 
2.4 GHz radio sets should still insert a standard 
key in the appropriate section of the keyboard. 

Please send articles and photos for  

Publication in Aspectivity to: 

Editor, Aspectivity 
 

 mhaysom@tpg.com.au  
 

Or 
 

 Colin Smith 

colinkay@lizzy.com.au 

AT THE NAB 

  
Income V's Spending 

Between 1/10/09 and 31/10/09 

  

  
Income  

Bank Interest $0.38 

Fundraising $30.85 

Member Subs 09/10 $1,796.00 

Total Income $1,827.23 

  
Expense Categories  

Bank Charges $4.00 

  
Insurance $520.00 
   Flying     $520.00  

Rent $45.84 
    - Flying  $45.84  

  

  

  
Total Expense Categories $569.84 

Editor/Site Manager Report – November 2009 – Max Haysom 
 

Hi everybody, I‟m sorry I have been a bit out of touch this month with some health problems and com-

puter difficulties. I hope that the health problems will be fixed in time and the problems with my com-

puter were related to Bigpond  broadband and that problem has been solved by moving over to TPG. It 

is working a whole lot better. 
 

Editor :- Colin Smith is doing a fine job of assembling the newsletter and if the content is not to your 

satisfaction then it is up to you to contribute. 
 

Site :- The situation with the field changes are sort of stagnating as I write. We need answers to some 

important questions before we can develop a budget to make the best of the new area. I know the field 

seems small but it will still meet most of our needs. I wish I could tell you more at this time. The people 

I need to talk to have not been available last week and it has been a bit of a pain because there are time-

lines set down for the various parts of the project that impinge on our new area and the time is just slip-

ping away. I hope I can give you more explicit news at the General Meeting. 

                                                                                                                          Cheers, Max 

Talking to the locals at the State Aero’s…they 

reckon they would whop the pants off a VARMS team ifffff they 

could field a team (4 or 6 say) for EPP multiple model pylon racing. 

They would erect the pylons etc etc and run the day but it would 

be  Pylon racing as in multiple planes on the same circuit with any 

biff and barge on the turns fair game….most laps in a given time 

wins. This could be great fun and I reckon other clubs would 

front up once the ball is rolling. Iff all the wings were say 1200 

span and all EPP  with  absolutely no hard edges the contact dam-

age would be minimized.  It seems the best all rounder is the Bee 

or Bat from www.windrider.com.hk  Anyone interested ?  In the 

first instance ONLY I will collect names ...Smithy 9874 3480.   

I’ve got an old Zagi clone so that’s one entry………...who’s next?  

Library update :-…….See Smithy 

at the meeting for copies. 

or more pages from Aviation Modeler Inter-

national 
 

Simple guide for sanding edges flat 

Balsa wing skins, adhesives and template 

cutting 

Foam wing finishing details 

Methods for joining and retaining wings 

mailbox://C%7C/Documents%20and%20Settings/Owner/Application%20Data/Thunderbird/Profiles/brdtvhp4.default/Mail/pop.lizzy.com.au/Inbox?number=752819584
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President’s Prattle 

Greetings All 
 Here is a precis of what has wizzed by me since the last meeting. 
 Firstly, the car boot sale got cancelled as there was little support from the members, and although it didn't need a 
lot of support, it did need a bit more than the half dozen that put their hands up.  May have been a good thing, as 
the VMAA newsletter has not come out yet, so there would be very little advertising. 
 Next up was Max's tirade about operations at the power field, and I was down there the following Saturday, and 
things were honky dory, so all good. Not so good is the glider flyer that thinks he owns the field, and is making 
himself very unpopular not only with the power flyers, but also with the general membership that is quite happy to 
follow the rules. If you see it happening, give me a ring at work.... leave details including time, and I will endeav-
our to deal with it first hand. My work no is 9518 7315, it's a direct line 
  From here on it's all positive. The committee have been looking for ways of giving new flyers somewhere to go 
when they finish training, and the first good idea is to pursue the LSF program, a self achievement program for 
glider flyers. For those that don't know about it, it is a graded scheme, going through levels 1 to 5 I think. It is 
mainly thermal orientated, and requires some competition participation.   Levels one and 2 are worthwhile achiev-
ing, and will improve flying skills no end. 
On another front, Alan Mayhew is doing a comp type model, as a club project, and that will give members the op-
portunity to BUILD a high performance glider, without the experience of a fully moulded model........ Meanwhile, 
over in the other corner Barry De Kyper has his DUSTER project in full swing, with about 10 starters, using a 
Andy Smith lazer cut part kit... And the honour of the first flown goes to Lew Rodman, at Cobden... and a good 
thing it is too 
  The Club has had a few events in October, with more too follow. The State Aerobatics day was a perfect day at 
Hollowback, except there was no wind ! Take 2 at the end of November. Must say I enjoyed the first one, good 
bunch of people, some I haven’t seen for a while, and also some newbys having a go... Nice 
  Also Cobden, another top event, that I’ve been delegated to mention elsewhere 
  
 And the December Meeting.  The committee have all taken their bravery pills , and agreed to have the meeting at 
the field……. Its going to feature 
  Free BBQ and Drinks 
             Concors 'd Elegance in 4 classes Scale Glider, Scale Power, glider, and power ( ARTF as a  
                         More kite flying than last year 
                                   Normal Glider Field Opp's 
                                              A MEMBERSHIP DRAW.... Free membership for next year....                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                      BUT YOU NEED TO BE PRESENT ON THE NIGHT 

                                                                                      Enjoy the good weather at the field…... Cheers…….. Col 

Car Boot Sale…..To avoid any more speculative reasons as to why this was cancelled, and there 

have been some beauties, here are the facts…... A considerable number of leaflets were distributed to as 

many model shops that still exist around the metro area and as far away as Hallam. The VMAA editor 

was contacted by phone and a rushed announcement sent for inclusion in the next VMAA newsletter. 

This was to be our widest coverage. For whatever reason the VMAA newsletter was not forthcoming but  

“RC Groups” on the web spread the word I believe.  

                When member participation was not forthcoming I cancelled.  
 

I believe I have personally thanked those members who did put their hand up but iff I have missed any-

body ...my sincere apologies. Without members volunteering their services very little would ever get 

done…. training, grass cutting, Aspectivity, and even the committee ….all volunteer‟s. 

I still think it will be a good money raiser for the club…...so maybe in the future, who knows ?. 

Colin Smith 

The Committee is  waiting for a  
full incident report about the  
model stuck it the trees near  

High Street Road. 

Incident Report forms  

available from  

Colin Collyer.  

Give him a ring.  

He can tell you exactly  

what is needed. 
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 VARMS Club General Meeting Friday 9th October, 2009  
Held at Glen Waverley Primary School – Commencing 8:17 pm 

Apologies –Roger Stephenson, Christopher Kurdian, Ian Slack, Geoff Moore, Ian Pearson and Bruce Perry 
 

Club Member “Meet & Greet” segment.  
Danny Malcman – Electrical Engineer -  Specialises in Industrial Electronics. Biggest motor he has worked on was 

1000Hp. 

Self employed since 2000. 

Been a member of VARMS since 1992.  

Favourite model is 1/3 scale Piper J3 Cub – Serves as Towplane in which his son Steven pilots. 

Favourite VARMS experience – Camperdown events and general flying at Briggs field. 

Claim to fame – Flying his LS3 at Ballarat and was watching the wrong glider and eventually realised this a while later. Soon 

discovered that his plane had actually gone behind the slope and landed itself on the other side.  
 

Hank Van Der Kerkoff – Chemical Engineer – Has worked in the train industry and now in the Utilities – electricity 

Transmission and generation.  

Tool maker by trade, has been in the club for 2 years where he started off at Sunday training and obtained his glider bronze 

wings.  

He is a power model flyer also and enjoys gliders also. 

Favourite model is his Prelude along with ART hobby 2.5. 

Favourite Varms experience – Joining the club building project. 

Claim to fame – Launching the ART hobby glider in very strong winds on his own while the model remained stable as a kite.  
 

Member Reports  
 

Colin Smith – Car Boot Sale report – The car boot sale has been cancelled due to minimal member participation and not 

enough volunteers to help run the event. All advertising will be removed from the shops. 
 

General Business.  
 

Power flying -  There have been reported instances of rules breaches and modellers who may be flying without a club mem-

bership/insurance. All members have the responsibility of ensuring their neighbouring flyers are flying by the rules.  

A suggestion was made that we bring back our colour coded membership cards so we know by the colour if the member is 

financial.  
 

Duster Club project – Geoff Trone – A list of email addresses has been assembled with current members of the building 

group.  There has been a delay in the production of some of the kits as due to problems laser cutting due to the grade of ply-

wood. Fuselages are now beginning to take shape and one set of wings has been constructed. The glider has a 3 meter wing-

span and requires a total of 7 servos.  Andy Smith has links on his website to this project at www.rcplans.com.au 
 

Alan Mayhew -  LSF League of Silent Flight is an international group based on achievement program aimed at developing 

glider skill. Various levels which are initially non competitive and then leading up to competition based result tasks.  For 

more info see www.lsf.org.au 

VORTEX - Potential club glider project which is aimed at the middle range of gliders between your full carbon and your 2x6 

type models. A proto-type design was presented with full sheet drawings. Wingspan of 2.8 meter and constructed of blue 

foam, vacuum bag using squeegee credit card method of application. 
 

Peter Cossins – Slope aerobatic championships will be held this Sunday at Mt Hollowback, 10am start. No entry fee and 

everyone is welcome to attend. Sequence of manoeuvres is Two loops, Two stall turns, Inverted flight and spin.  Each ma-

noeuvre is scored out of 10 and multiplied by its K factor to give the score. 
 

 

Knox Council and Basketball Stadium proposal – report by Max Haysom  

So far all is going well with the project. Earth works to begin in November which will mean relocation of shed/containers. 

Runway to be graded in new location and grass seedling laid. Heli pads will have to move to a new location which will be 

determined later.  
 

Aspectivity.  
Editors Report  - Keep the articles coming and a big thank you to those that have been sending them in. Anything with pho-

tos or information regarding model building is suitable. 
 

Secretary –Correspondence In - Correspondence out – 
 

Treasurer.report. Ian was away however he has told Colin that we are still OK. Current Acc balance - $  – last yr.$ – 
 

Show & Tell Segment  

Colin Smith – Working with Solarfilm informative demonstration. Colin explained techniques to those who wanted to know.  
 

Meeting Closed –  9:51pm…………..Next General Club Meeting – Friday November 13th 2009, at Glen Waverley Primary 

School Hall, commencing. 8.p.m. 

http://www.rcplans.com.au/
http://www.lsf.org.au/
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AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT                                                               sent in by Prof John Bird 

I doubt if you will ever have seen autonomous flight at this level of technical sophistication. 

 

This video illustrate we are exploring the frontier of a new aviation age of micro aerial vehicles. 

 

‘Indoor Flight’ should no longer be characterised as the minority recreation of ‘old boys with small 

toy’s. 

 

It is this type of new aviation age R&D which was behind my suggestion that VARMS make strate-

gic moves and claims for access to use local indoor sports venues. NB. Some of MIT’s foundational 

MAV research ventures are a direct spin-off from experimental work in the recreational hobbies 

arena. 

 

MIT’s Autonomous indoor electric quadrocopter Micro UAV…………...(check out the video) 

http://www.engadget.com/2009/10/16/mit-takes-the-wrappers-off-autonomous-robotic-helicopter

-with-i/#continued.                     

This should give new insights into the frontiers and potential of ‘indoor flying’. 

 

Advances in autonomous helicopters have been many over the years, but as far as we can tell, 
there's essentially no limit to how awesome they can get. MIT's recently developed an autono-
mous, robotic helicopter which is also able to navigate itself intelligently through a changing 
environment. The helicopter, which is equipped with a dual-camera array and a laser scanner, 
maps its terrain in real time, identifying changes along the way. An integrated autonomous ex-
ploration module allows the heli to interact with the changing, unknown environment it is map-
ping. The helicopter was shown off at the AUVSI 2009 International  Aerial Robotics Competi-
tion, completing five missions -- a feat not before seen in the 19-year history of the show. 
Check out the very educational video after the break. 

While you are on the web check out 

this latest site for bay winds.   

http://www.baywind.com.au/ 

It even has a graph for the days 

winds so you can see exactly what 

you have missed 

Also web based is another new site about the Bacchus 

Marsh Gliding Museum…..OK so its only a storage shed at 

the moment but once somebody donates a few bucks we will 

have a proper gliding museum for all to enjoy. Maybe we 

can get a Club visit for a looksee and maybe fly ?????? 

 

www.australianglidingmuseum.org.au 

Wanted…….…..Prelude 2m glider 

Hitec Laser 4 or 6 TX 
good prices paid  

Above for use as first glider by Junior VARMS trainee 

Please contact: Raoul Wynn 

03 9857 9029 or email:  raoul.wynn@gmail.com 

'I don't mind coming to work,                                                                                            

But this eight hour wait to go home is just bullshit!' 

http://www.engadget.com/2009/10/16/mit-takes-the-wrappers-off-autonomous-robotic-helicopter-with-i/#continued
http://www.engadget.com/2009/10/16/mit-takes-the-wrappers-off-autonomous-robotic-helicopter-with-i/#continued
http://www.baywind.com.au/
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Well the best laid plans of mice and men ! In the 

weeks leading up to Sunday 11th October we had 

gale winds. 
 

Colin Collyer and I snuck up to Ballarat on the 

Saturday to have a bit of a practice so that we 

would give a better showing on the day. The 

weather report was not great, but predicted 20 K/

hour on Saturday and a bit more on Sunday. 

On that basis we reckoned that an overnight in a 

Motel was worth the investment. 
 

I arrived on the slope at about 1 PM to meet 

Colin, who had been there for a while. The winds 

were very light and certainly not enough for the 

trusty Richo. 

Colin had flown an electric a bit before I arrived 

only to find that he had lost a prop 

somewhere. Not a chance of finding 

it as he had no idea where to look in 

the first place. I got out the Prelude 

and had a go with that. Caught a 

great thermal straight away and had 

to bring the model down as it was 

getting too high for my comfort. 

Maybe there was enough lift to try 

some aeros ?? 
 

Launching again resulted in one circuit and a 

hasty return to the slope for a landing. Subse-

quent launches by Colin and myself resulted in 

one trip to the bottom for me and about three for 

Col. (He is a lot fitter than me !!!) 

 

All this time the Richo lay in the car unassembled. 

 

By the end of the day, Col and I returned to Bal-

larat for a nice meal at the Leagues Club and an 

average movie at the Motel. 
 

The Sunday dawned with the look of a very still 

day irrespective of the forecast. On arrival at the 

slope, there was a reasonable breeze if not a bit 

cold. A few people had arrived before me includ-

ing a new guy I had not met before, but seemed 

to know me well ???? 
 

We started Round 1 with two up and got through 

all the manoevres OK with the help of thermal 

lift. The next two up took a long time to position 

for a manoeuvre, then took longer and longer until 

there was not enough lift anyway. I called a halt for 

a fun fly while we waited for the predicted wind to 

arrive. We had lunch and by about 2 o‟clock it was 

evident that the comp was not viable. 

Victorian State Slope Aerobatics Championship……...Round 1 

Ricochet or  Prelude ?.......Take your pick 

Ray Cooper and  

his OD model 

Bruce and Geoff looking for that elusive lift 
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After a bit of discussion, we decided to have a one 

model competition using the club Prelude plus any-

one else who had the same model. The manoeuvres 

required were two consecutive loops, an axial or bar-

rel roll, 5 secs upside down and hopefully in one di-

rection, 2 stall turns and some kind of an effort to 

make the model spin a couple of times. 
 

This turned out to be a fun event with Col Collyer 

bombing out of one manoeuvre because of the two 

channel arrangement. Someone will have to explain 

that to me as I am a mode 2 flyer and it makes no dif-

ference to me. 
 

Heard on the hill...Poor old Pete getting 

a right royal earbashing from Ian Cole 

about his passion for power assisted 

aeros…… 

Err... Ian, if we wanted to power assist 

why would we bother to travel to a slope, 

surely it would be far, far, easier and 

cheaper to stay home and have a flat 

field power assisted glider aero con-

test?...... No further comment needed. 

And 
Whoever  was driving a small red car 
 

shut the gates after you 
 

We were at the top as you hit the road 

but the cows were up and starting to look 

at the field of crop by the time we got 

down to the first gate !. 

Colin Smith did a fine job of rudder – elevator 

aeros, only to be pipped at the post by Ian 

Cole. Must say that Ian had not flown a rudder 

– elevator model for some time and certainly 

not aeros with it. A good effort. 
 

We had 14 bods enter the comp this time with 

a number more on lookers. Hopefully the re-

scheduled event on Sunday 29th November will 

get similar support. 

The Rudder – Elevator results were ......... 
 

Ian Cole  35 

Colin Smith  34 (stiff !!!!) 

Peter Cossins 33 

Ian Slack 31 

Des Bayliss  31 

Lou Rodman 29 

Bruce Clapperton28 

Colin Collyer  26 

Trevor De Haan24 

Geoff Trone  22 
 

As you can see … not a lot in it, especially at 

the top. ( Good fun all the same….Ed ) 

 

By the way the new bod I met on the slope 

turned out to be my old mate Des Bayliss mi-

nus a beard. No one would recognize him, trust 

me !!!!!!!!! I don‟t think I will ever live down 

going to him and asking his name for entry to 

the comp. I don‟t think Des will let me any-

way !!! 

                   Peter Cossins…..Contest Director  

This is what its all about...sitting and relaxing in the sun while 

somebody else stresses out ‘cos there’s very little lift.  

Ray Cooper flying, Ray Pike sitting and  Col Collyer  doing 

what he does best,  that…………... flat out, lizard drinking bit ! 

Life member Des Bayliss 

Minus the Father Christmas camouflage  
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 Bits and Pieces, Recycling or Left Overs? 
 

30 years or so ago, I designed and built a 1.8 metre 

slope model. Some say it looked like a mini version of 

the “Pelican”, which was another model I had designed 

a few years before. 

With the State Aerobat-

ics Comp looming, I 

needed a model that 

would be ½ competi-

tive…. 

Go out and buy some-

thing off the shelf? 

Nope, I would want to 

make mods etc. Build a 

new model? 

Time was running out, 

the OLD slope model 

had not been touched 

or flown for MANY 

years and on inspec-

tion, the wings were 

warped, the Fus OK 

but needed some TLC, 

tailplane not too bad. 

Now, I had time to 

build new wings, and 

there happened to be a set of 

foam cores left over from a 3 

metre swept wing project I had 

pursued some years ago. The 

BIG swept wing was always a 

bit of a monster and had this 

funny and very sudden nose-

down pitching problem. I did 

manage to almost tame it, in a 

2 metre version (IE just the 

tips), but that‟s another story! 

So, what have I got…. A Fus 

that needed a bit of work, a tail 

in not bad shape, and foam 

cores from a swept wing. I can 

hear some of you saying, why 

not cut new cores? Well these 

cores were never going to be 

used for their intended purpose 

and as the saying goes “waste 

not, want not”! 

What was the wing section? 

MH62, it has a slight trailing 

edge reflex, it‟s a bit (sort of) 

symmetrical. (Well not flat 

bottom)  

Reflex!! That has to go! OK, 

cut a bit of the trailing edge off. Hmm, that reduces the 

cord and profile thickness increases… she‟ll be right!  

OK, need to get rid of the sweep, so recut the root for a 

near symmetrical taper. Oh no, that changes the wing 

profile again, because the cores were cut with sweep 

in mind. She‟ll be right??....Time is disappearing, so 

must press ahead. No time to cut new cores. 

What next? The span is now shorter at 1.7 metre and 

rather than have a two 

piece wing like the 

original, it would be 

one piece, which meant 

mods to the Fus. No 

big drama. Fill some 

holes, cut the top off, 

and move the wing 

forward a bit while I 

was at it. 

Yep, it all took longer 

than I thought, but it 

was sure good to be 

building again and 

don‟t you just love the 

smell of balsa wood! 

The wing has full span 

ailerons with a servo 

for each one. I wanted 

to try flaperons, so I 

hinged them on the 

bottom surface. That 

would ensure there was plenty 

of down movement. It does not 

look so good on the top though. 

The flaperons can be used for 

slight camber changes for ther-

mal and inverted flight. 

How did it go? Not too bad, it‟s 

no speed machine though. The 

increase in wing thickness did 

not help. Having said that, it 

does fly faster than my brain 

and fingers can go! (Or is that 

just the brain slowing down?!) 

Much more practice is required! 

It can hang around in light lift, 

which makes me think I built a 

thermal soarer! It can do most 

manoeuvres, but runs out of 

energy pretty quickly. The 

flaperons work quite nicely, 

especially for those slower land-

ings. And there is still some roll 

control with them deployed at 

25 to 30 degrees (trailing edge 

down), just need to avoid major 

turns on final! 

All in all, I am happy with the 

outcome and planning on spending more time at the 

slope 

                                                            Ray Cooper 

A very distinctive look in the air, and doesn't fly too badly  either 

A youthful Ray with the original slope model 
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Finding and setting the C.G…. what a pleasure                     Alex Evans 
 

Well, we have all done it time and again…. You pick up the model, try to mark under the wing where 

your fingers should be placed, then you try balancing it while sort of looking where exactly your fingers 

are positioned in relation to the leading edge etc… etc… 
 

I got sick of it, it is uncomfortable at best, inaccurate and all sorts of other things I can say about it – and 

you can buy yourself a nice tool to do it easier – for around $30 or so. 
 

I decided to build one myself, from some scarps of wood and left overs from other things – not only it 

turned out cheaper – but it is even more “Sophisticated” than he commercial one you can buy. 
 

Firstly, here is how it looks, and after that, I will explain about 

how it is constructed, and why I think it is better… 
 

A plank of wood I have from a left over set of shelves I con-

structed for my workshop a while ago measuring 54 x 20 cm, 

drilled two holes of 16mm diameter as you can see (30cm 

apart – so that I can fit in between even a larger model), 

plugged in some pine sticks of 28cm high, cut two thick balsa 

triangles (10mm in width) and glued them with some epoxy to 

each side of each stick,  
 

AND 
 

Cut out of a flexible measuring tape (such that seamstresses 

use) two bits of 10 cm and glued them on top of each triangle – I am not sure you can see this in the pic-

ture but they are there… 

Finally screwed in on top of each of these poles – some rubber legs to make the surface nice and safe! 

Now – here is how I will actually use this Gizmo … 

Placed the model onto the tops, and look where the 

leading edge is placed above the measuring tape, 

make sure I am positioned straight above it (to 

avoid mistakes resulting from the Parallax effect) 

and get an immediate idea of where are we at with 

the C.G. 
 

OK – Why is this tool better? FOUR reasons… 
 

It has a measurement tool built into it – the other 

one doesn‟t…  

If the tail is heavy, or if the nose is heavy, the 

model will tilt either forward or backward – but will 

stop once the wing hits the triangle wooden surface. 

As can be seen here 

It didn‟t cost me $30,  

 

AND 

 

I enjoyed building it by myself..Well that‟s all 

for this time….See you all at the field….. 

Alex Evans 

Measuring tape 

glued on top 

Here they are 
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Laminating a thin strip of balsa along the length 

of a hardwood spar makes it much easier to sand 

to maintain the correct wing section.  

This is a good idea to add a spar to thin foam 

wings. 

WARNING…. 

At the last meeting I did a bit of covering on an old 

model with film….Many thanks to Mr Hyperion, 

David Pratley, for supplying it. Anyway, I did some 

small bits while the meeting was going on without 

my face mask and suffered a raging sore throat later 

that night and flu like symptons.  I would point out 

that the adhesive on most of these modern plastic 

films is HIGHLY TOXIC, being Cyanuric 

(Cynanide is in there somewhere) based.  

I hasten to add that there is absolutely nothing 

wrong with Hyperion film….. its great…..it‟s the 

heat sensitive backing that is the problem and I 

would advise anybody covering a plane to be care-

ful as NONE of the stuff on the market carries a 

warning.!  

I found out the hard way and at home I use a filter 

around my nose and have the windows to the 

„garidge‟ wide open with a fan extracting the 

fumes.  

So to the “member” who thought it was highly 

amusing that I should wear a breathing filter while 

covering a plane...They are your lungs matey, do as 

you wish ! However, to the rest I would strongly 

advise caution and plenty of ventilation. 

Motor thrust tester device    (AXI 2820/10 + Hyperion 50A BEC) 
 

3 separate tests have been conducted with 2 different props, all with a 3S – 3300 m/ah LiPo’s 
 

MASTER AIRSCREW – 10 x 7             

 
     
       
 

APC – 10.5 x 6   

And after a fresh charge   When comparing 
476 Watts (the 3

rd
 test) reported by the E-

Meter to the above figures, I get around 
85% efficiency, the rest goes of course to 
waste on ESC heating up etc… 
 

The above tests were done WITHOUT 
Spinner, with Spinner installed, I get around 50 - 80 RPM extra. 
 

The device is a simple beam balance using a digital weighing device on one end and the motor 
thrust on the other….well worth making for a few bucks, and I will explain all at the meeting to 
those interested in making one……..Alex Evans 

RPM V-Min V-Max Thrust Amps 

10,980   11.37 12.54                       1700gm 39.8 

RPM V-Min V-Max Thrust Amps 

10,290 11.08 12.27 1650 gm 44.7 

'You know, somebody actually compli-

mented me on my driving today.  

They left a little note on the windscreen.  

It said, 'Parking Fine.'  

So that was nice.' 
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A little girl asked her father: 'How did the human race 

appear?' 

The father answered, 'God made Adam and Eve; they 

had children; and so was all mankind made.' 

Two days later the girl asked her mother the 

same question.  

The mother answered, 'Many years ago there were mon-

keys from which the human race evolved.' 

The confused girl returned to her father and said,  

'Dad, how is it possible that you told me the human race 

was created by God, and Mom said they developed from 

monkeys?'  

The father answered, 'Well, Dear, it is very simple.  

I told you about my side of the family, and your 

mother told you about hers.' 

DUSTER   

For updates on the build and current photos check 

out Andy Smith‟s website at 

www.rcplans.com.au  
In the meantime have a look at the motley crew 

gathered for Wednesdays meetings at the shed 

Left to Right its Max Mccullough , TimMorland, 

Henk vander Kirkoff, Dave Weller and Barry de-

Kuyper. 

Models are Lew Rodmans at the front, finished 

but with a temporary Foam canopy. Bruce Robin-

son‟s is behind with the blue side awaiting its side 

sheeting and Barry‟s nearly finished model hiding 

at the rear. Max is holding his fuselage.  Bruce Robinson Photo 

I popped in to Max‟s to take some shots of his Duster variant with its open cockpit. Check out the 3 

view in the August edition of Aspectivity for the subtle curve on the cockpit framing. Notice also Max‟s 

superb custom made model holder which is adaptable for just about every model in Max‟s HUGE stable 

of models. I‟ve got one and so has a lot of other members….its the good old Polystyrene fruit container 

with added padding wherever needed. Max got his from a bloke called Noah when they were boat build-

ing and I dread to think how many models it has cradled over the years! Whaddya reckon Max...up to 

three figures yet ? 

I can only print what I am sent so iffff any Duster builders want some shots in the mag give me a ring 

and I will see what I can arrange………….. Colin Smith 

Colin Smith Photos 

Another good idea 

Max was slicing up some balsa when I got there and it 

was good to see his cutter FIRMLY clamped to the 

bench leaving both hands free . 
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 Duster flies the Moira Model Club skies. 
It doesn‟t seem so long ago that Barry de Kyper suggested a club model building project and was calling 

for members who were interested in participating to form a building group. Along with 12 or so others I 

put my name down. 

The group consisted of a majority of experienced modellers and several less experienced. The basic idea 

was that Andy Smith would laser cut kits for us at a reasonable price, while Barry who would get his kit 

first would lead the way with building and at weekly meeting at the field where we would meet and ob-

serve and discuss the de-

tails of the builder‟s pro-

gress. 

The camaraderie in the 

group was great as an 

example Bruce Robinson 

burned on three discs a 

various array of detailed 

photographs, which he 

made available for every 

member to assist in their 

project. Geoff Trone or-

ganised plans and liased 

with Andy re modifica-

tions and extras that 

came about and of course 

Barry who organised ser-

vos and provided motiva-

tion and ideas to keep the 

whole thing going. 

I made fairly good progress with my model, now being retired I was able to put in some extra time to get 

ahead. Last year Dave Weller and I had travelled to Cobram over the Melbourne cup weekend and had a 

good time with Moira members that we had the opportunity to meet from that club. This motivated me 

to get my Duster finished in time to take with me as we planned to go again to Cobram this year. 

On arrival at the Cobram field I was lucky enough to meet our president who was most helpful inspect-

ing the Duster and happy to take it up on it‟s maiden flight. 

The rest is history the model flew and landed safely several more times some small adjustments were 

made to improve the flying characteristics and with the help of Colin‟s tips about thermaling I was able 

to score a flight on the final day of around 30 minutes at times reaching eyeball straining height. 

Finally, I have seen the fun that group members who built the Woodstock have had from their flying and 

I am sure that our group with the Duster will get the same amount of enjoyment in the future 

Lew Rodman 

Nice one Lew….very nice ! 

Phone answering machine message :-  

                                                    “If you want to buy marijuana………... press the hash key” 
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Special thanks to David Weller for looking after the 

mowing roster while I was away for the last six and a 

half months. …….Well done David. 

“Old Grassy” ….He’s back ! 
9873 8256 

 

  

Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 

Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 
 

Training 
Dates  

 

Nov 22 
Dec 6 

Holidays till 7 Feb 
 

Training Radio Frequencies 
are:  641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is 
kindly sponsored by  
Hyperion Australia  

Mowing Roster 

Bruce Robinson 9887 8996 26 Dec 

Geoff Moore 9802 2044 2 Jan 

Graeme Hollis 9739  4886 9 Jan 

Ross Peasley 9877 2215 16 Jan 

Robert Kassell 9795 1330 14 Nov 

Henri Wohlmuth 9764 1921 21 Nov 

Keith Heale 9509 6829 28 Nov 

Mike Richardson 9557 6013 5 Dec 

Malcolm Buckmaster 9763 1632 12 Dec 

Jim Baker 9803 2185 19 Dec 

VARMS Trophy 09/10 
  
VARMS trophy is on again for 2009 / 10 starting on 

Sunday 22nd of November at 1.00pm. 

  

The VARMS trophy is a series of low key, fun com-

petitions for two channel, two meter gliders, or entry 

level electric models. Beginners are more than wel-

come and will learn a lot about catching thermals, 

model trim, flying a target time, landing on the spot 

and laughing when the “experts” get it very wrong. 

If the wind is blowing, we may go slope soaring in-

stead, so please get your name on my list of inter-

ested people so I can contact you the day before. 

  

Dates for 2009/10 are as follows: 

  

       22nd November 

              6th December 

                      7th February 

                             14th March  

                                     11th April 

                                             16th May 

                                                     20th June 

  

If you are interested, please get in touch with Bruce 

Clapperton    

(bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au)Mobile 

0438 644 867.  

I was asked what a “Rico” was...well, its actually a Ricochet. Designed 
and sold by Southern Sailplanes, many, many, many, years ago. They are 

extremely good fliers and  their owners love them. Ideal for Aerobatics 

and general flying and they can have various wing configurations.  Ideal 
one model all-rounder for the slope and flat field…. 

Come on Ralph how about a re-issue ….Fuz and foam cores only ? 

Des Bayliss’s Rico 

Must be at least 30 years old 
and still very competitive. 

mailto:bruce.clapperton@boschrexroth.com.au
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Are we sitting comfortably ? 
Lindsay Henderson “re-learning” how to cut 

foam wings for the Vortex Project. 

Whoever said you can‟t teach an old dog new 

tricks was obviously wrong. 

Alan Mayhew will explain and demonstrate 

all at the meeting. 

Well, what a great weekend Cobram was.... let me tell 
you what I remember... 
 We (the family, wife, teenage daughter and dog) left 
Melbourne about 2, and were genuine tourists on the 
way up there, in fact, by the time we had shopped and 
all, it was about 7pm..... and guess what.... the gates 
were locked ! after checking all the fences for gaps or 
other entry points, a local came out and let us in. Picked 
the camp spot in daylight, but finished up in the dark. It 
was about 30c still, with lightning all around us, but no 
rain tonight. 
 Saturday morning was pretty quiet, so I had a fly of an 
electric model, and had no trouble staying up.  Mean-
while a Hots from Ballarat turned up, so I got a scalie 
out, and it too stayed up. By mid afternoon most of the 
regulars were there, the other Hots of Henryk and Neil, 
the big Cub from the Malcmans, and David Hobby with 
his quite new Cessna, that was considered a success on 
its first real test. The day was a ripper, with models regu-
larly up around 2000ft and half to three quarter hour 
flights, neck sourness being the main reason for landing. 
Lew Rodman got to fly his new Duster, and it looks like it 
will be a goodun.   I finished the day with a memorable 
flight, finding some light lift at 400ft and riding it to 850ft 
over about 20min. When it finally petered out I had an-
other 15 min in the still evening air. 
  After tea, the campers had more flying with electric 
models, Andy Smith winning.... he had lights on his 
model.  The campers were Leon and Debbie Carlos 
( Leon took her to Cobram for her Birthday.... what a 
guy !)  Andy Smith and Tugger Tony made good use of 
their model trailers, even if there were a few wandering 
about in their jamas when it rained. (models not in trail-
ers!) 
 Sunday, was more of the same, although the northerly 
was a little stronger but still manageable. Quite a few 
locals came out for a look, and asked a lot of questions, 
same happened last year, but no models have appeared 
yet. The club provided lunch and tea, and being hot still, 
the party lasted quite a while. with some more night fly-
ing, and a "find the tranny in the dark " game..... lots of 
merryment. 

  Monday was again "same as", only hot-
ter still, but still plenty of good flying 
 Tuesday about 6am  a storm blew 
through, and was going to blow the tent 
down if I didn't, so we packed up in re-
cord time, and were on the road by 9 
 So, this year another great Cobram, 
helped by the good weather, but also 
helped by the locals and their great set 
up. An east / west strip (unusual, but the 
only option with the land available) com-
plete with green grass, nice surrounds, 
shadecloth, well equipped shed with 
cooking, hot water, hot showers, and 
proper toilets, the Club should be very 
proud of what they have built, and there 
is only about 35 of them . The VARMS 
scale group say a big thank you for lend-
ing it all to us 
                           Colin Collyer 

Sometimes the strip got busy ! 
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For a number of years I have noticed a decline in activity of the intermediate pilot or sport flyer when it 

comes to thermal soaring. Here is how I see it. 

The problem. 

The gap between the 2 metre 2 channel basic glider and a open class glider has become huge both in so-

phistication and cost. There are very few models available which provide a step up from the trainer to a 

good performing thermal glider. 

The Bronze Wings pilot who may have bought a simple 2 metre model, has no opportunity to progress 

to a better  performing  model with ailerons and flaps without making the jump to open class.  

It is understandable why this does not happen. Also there is little support from others in this group. 

With the age of the  ARF model has come a rapid decline in building skills. 

The solution. 

Design a model  with the following criteria 

A thermal glider of 2.8 metre span with ailerons and flaps. Good performance and easy handling are 

essential. Launch can be by bungee or low power winch and provision to install an electric mo-

tor must be easy to do. 

Construction must be simple, low cost and made from materials which are readily available. 

Present this idea to the club members by talks and demonstrations at club meetings  to show various 

aspects of design and construction. 

Call on those members with some skills and equipment to join the  project , so they might help oth-

ers who are keen but have no building  experience. 

This can involve workshops,  show and tell at club meetings  and magazine articles to invite others 

to join in the development of the model. 

Once the prototype is made,  flight testing and tuning will decide if the design criteria have been 

met. If so, more models can be made. 

Intermediate pilots now have a suitable model to expand their flying skills and flying enjoyment. 

A model like this will be perfect for progression to LSF level 1 and Gold Wings. 

 

The  VORTEX  is a model I have been working on for some time. It has all of the features listed 

above. 

Progress so far. 

After presenting the idea at club meetings there has already been a  good response from interested mem-

bers. I am about to cut blue foam cores for a vacuum bagged construction and  plan to mount this wing 

on a balsa  box- type fuselage  which  needs only a little work to have it ready. Once the various parame-

ters are sorted out, a  moulded  fuselage  will follow. I invite you to join me at the next meeting  or email 

me if you are interested.  

           mayhem@tpg.com.au                                                                 Alan Mayhew                                                           

The Missing Model                                Alan Mayhew 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor, or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of the content. 

 

 

VARMS  Web Site :   http:// www.varms.org.au—For up to date info on VARMS 
 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                      activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    building and flying 
radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field on High Street Road, Wantirna 
South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on 
a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times are posted on the field entrance gate.  VARMS Training is kindly spon-

sored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of radio controlled 
gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 

General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) -  at the Glen Waverley Pri-
mary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on the corner of High Street Road and 
Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively 
discussions on matters of interest to all modellers and a  light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shop-
ping Centre 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 
Organisation No. A0001504U 

 
Affiliated with the  Federation Aeronautique Internationale  (FAI) 

The World Air Sports Federation 

President   Colin Collyer...........................................................9561 9097 
  Secretary   Roger Stevenson....................................................9830 8293 
 Treasurer   Ian Pearson ...........................................................5996 5019 
 Contest Director  Alan Mayhew.............................................9887 7885 
 Editor / Site Manager  Max Haysom...................................9801 3899 
  Ordinary Member Martin Hopper.......................................9873 8256 
 Registrar   Bruce Clapperton...................................................9803 3108 
Heli Group Rep  Steven Malcman………………….……………...9884 0614  
Sport Power Rep  Chris Kurdian..........................................9762 0714 
Webmaster Steve Tester………………………………………………...9724 9728 

If undelivered return to: 
VARMS Inc. 
P.O. Box 4096 
KNOX City Centre VIC  3152 
 

    

 


